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• The Board is asked for 

general and specific 

feedback on the plan

The ask
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• This is a refreshed media strategy

• The new strategy is based on research and insights

• Journalism has profoundly changed and our media 

management needs to change with it.

• This is part of the Whirinaki workstream.

• This supports the Communication & Engagement 

strategy.

• Sits alongside the Social Media Strategy (pending)

Background
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A third of all coverage was Akl: we don’t suffer from a lack 

of coverage
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• From the Whirinaki 

Blueprint 

The starting point
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Methodology

• 1,785 random sample pieces of coverage

• Nov 2020-April 2021

• 4 main themes:
• Safety and experience

• Infrastructure + development

• Service and accessibility

• Climate change and transport emissions.

• Insights from monthly media reporting going back 

several years.
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Key findings

Projects are reported individually, in isolation. As are the different modes.

No journalist is reporting on transport in a policy sense

Meaning coverage on transport is fractured and dis-jointed and we are leaving 
readers/watchers to join it all together to make sense.

There are opportunities to work with journalists who don’t have a history of 
covering local government, e.g. climate or business journalists.

Benefits to customers are often missing in stories.
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It is worth giving local outlets some attention.

Their readership adds up, likewise for online outlets.
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Plan on a page

Current 
state

• No transport narrative, poor media understanding, stories on projects not transport, 
difficult for readers to follow, single focus stories.

Future 
state

• Reporting by greater number of journalists, stories about transport not AT,  stories 
that show the reader the benefits, coverage that explains the trade offs.

How

• Attention to less informed reporters, pitch the benefits to customers, lead the 
conversation on key topics: safety, climate, cycling, rail. Make better use of our 
spokespeople.

Ultimate 
goal

• Elevate the story to be about transport not AT
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Underway Completed

Next steps

• Identified, and are now media 
training, key subject matter 
experts as spokes people.

• On going relationship building 
with journalists.

• Update the Social Media 
Strategy – audit of channels 
underway.

• We have created the basic 
guide for journalists

• Created a crisis 
communications plan including 
agreed key messages

• Creating pre-recorded audio for 
radio


